Nonstandard Ammunition

...is not in the US Army supply base
...is not type classified or safety certified for use by US Army
...is not produced using technical data packages managed by US Army

Prime Contractors & Major Suppliers

How do we manage?
Nonstandard Ammunition Organizations

- Department of State
  - Directorate of Defense Trade Controls
- Department of Defense
  - Department of Army
  - Army Materiel Command
  - Army Contracting Command
  - Armament Research Development and Engineering Center
  - Research Development and Engineering Command
  - Joint Munitions Command
  - JMC Security Assistance
  - United States Army Security Assistance Command
- Department of Defense
  - Assistant Secretary of the Army for Acquisition, Logistics, and Technology
  - Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Army for Defense Exports and Cooperation
- Defense Contract Management Agency
- Program Executive Office for Ammunition
- Product Director Non-Standard Ammunition
- Defense Acquisition Executive
- Defense Security Cooperation Agency

DISTRIBUTION STATEMENT A:
Distribution is unlimited
Nonstandard Ammunition Program Management

- Establish program management similar to standard US ammunition
- Establish and maintain knowledge base of items and producers/suppliers
- Coordinate efforts with State Department
- Apply general technical specifications to ammunition
- Review and approve producer/supplier specific top-level assembly drawings and Lot acceptance criteria and results for each ammunition item
- Execute source inspection of all shipments using critical QAR support from DCMA

Enterprise approach in implementing requirements that are reasonable, understandable, & executable
Nonstandard Ammunition Support to Afghanistan & Iraq

- **Small Caliber**
  - Shipped / Ordered: 139M / 206M
  - Ordered / Shipped: 459M / 330M

- **Medium Caliber**
  - Shipped / Ordered: 2.5M / 1.8M
  - Ordered / Shipped: 14 Pseudo FMS Cases Implemented or Pending

- **Rocket Propelled Grenades**
  - Shipped / Ordered: 20K / 52K
  - Ordered / Shipped: 635K / 230K

- **Large Caliber**
  - Shipped / Ordered: 9.2K / 7.2K
  - Ordered / Shipped: 36% of FMS ammunition for Afghanistan

- **Other**
  - Shipped / Ordered: 9K / 40K
  - Ordered / Shipped: 244K / 181K

- **37% of FMS ammunition for Iraq**
- **5 FMS Cases Implemented or Pending**
- **36% of FMS ammunition for Afghanistan**
Nonstandard Ammunition
Future Support to Afghanistan & Iraq

Afghanistan Three-Year Plan
- Small Caliber: 330M
- RP / Launched Grenades: 1.2M
- Med & Large Caliber Direct: 1.5M
- Mortars & Artillery: 625K
- Aviation Rockets: 29K
- ATGM: 2K
- Misc Links, Belts, Flares: 340K

Iraq Sustainment
- Small Caliber: 16.5M
- Rocket Propelled Grenades: 32K
- Mortars: 125K

CSTC-A Forecast for ANA & ANP
* Increase not factored into forecast yet

ANP – Afghan National Police
ANA – Afghan National Army

Current FMS Case Workload & Theater Input
Nonstandard Ammunition Support to US Forces

Supporting US Forces with validated NSA requirements by:

- Procuring NSA
- Arranging for delivery of NSA procured in CONUS
- Facilitating testing and evaluation of procured NSA
  1. Validation of physical characteristics
  2. Electronic Pressure, Velocity, and Action Time Testing (EPVAT)
  3. Function and Casualty testing (F&C)

- Consolidating procurements under PD NSA
- Coordinating Transportation for CONUS Deliveries
- Supporting other customer requirements
Nonstandard Ammunition Change to Termination Notification

- Problem – performance reports only required for DoD contracts >$5M so termination information for all contracts not readily available for competitive source selections
- Policy changed by USD(AT&L) on 23 Jul 08
- Revised policy requires reports for all terminated contracts
- Reports must be submitted to OSD within 10 days of termination for default or cause
- DoD website will now provide information on all terminations
  - Available for source selection officials
  - Available for Contracting Officers for responsibility determinations
Nonstandard Ammunition Coordination with State Department

- NSA anticipated to involve export of controlled items
- DFARS 252.204.7008, Requirements for Contracts Involving Export-Controlled Items
  - Subject to regulation under International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR)
- Activities subject to regulation include, but are not limited to, brokering
- Full contract statement will be located on NSA website at: http://www.aschq.army.mil/ac/aaais/ioc/
We are proud of our partnership with the ANA and the ANP. We cherish the trusted relationships that we maintain. And we remain committed to our mission to build sustainable capacity and capability for the ANSF in order to bring stability and security to the Afghan people.

– Richard P. Formica, Major General, US ARMY Commanding
Nonstandard Ammunition Going Forward

Managing

Large & Changing Requirements…

Supporting

Complex Worldwide Supply Chain…

Successfully

Delivering Ammunition to US and Allied Forces

Anticipate Final RFP Release 29 May 09
Website: http://www.aschq.army.mil/ac/aals/loc/